
WOOD FOR THE FIREPLACE by Roger Urbaniak 

I am fortunate to receive and enjoy a basic satisfaction from gathering firewood for our heat giving 
fireplace.  The process of locating downed trees, cutting them into optimum burning size, transporting 
to home then splitting and stacking to allow for nine months of drying before burning is perceived as a 
lot of work for most people.  The entire process is one of enjoyable good exercise for me.   

Several years ago, Linda and I noted that we were rarely using our basement family room during the 
colder part of the year.  Our mid-century home has large single pane windows in this room and winter 
weather caused cold air to draft through them enough that our furnace had trouble making this room 
comfortable.  Our solution was to purchase a fireplace with a fan that would direct heat into the main 
room.  Heat from the fire soon made the room our favorite place to enjoy movies, work out, knit, and a 
host of other activities as this quickly became our favorite part of the house during cold days.   

Armed with my new Stihl chainsaw, I began my search for firewood.  Finding downed trees in my 
neighborhood, especially after a storm, made bringing home wood quicker, so I drove local streets 
where trees often lost branches or simply toppled over during a good wind.  Neighbors enjoyed my 
salvaging efforts and began giving me tips where I might find more wood.  I found it interesting from 
those selling firewood that they would rarely purchase downed trees for wood.  Their primary profit was 
from being paid by insurance companies to remove trees after a storm and they simply sold firewood as 
a means of getting rid of it.  When I ran out of local trees, I would visit my cabin near Hood Canal where 
the wind would cooperate in leaving me an almost endless supply of downed trees to choose from. 

Species of trees burn differently with some species burning hotter and throwing off a lot more heat than 
others.  Madrona is probably my favorite, but it must be cut and split quickly, when it is green.  Once it 
dries, the wood becomes so hard that it becomes difficult to cut, even with a sharp chainsaw.  Oak, 
maple and other hardwoods are next with popularized alder far down the list.  I suspect firewood 
dealers popularized alder because they have more alder firewood than others to dispose of.     

After a good session of cutting, splitting, and stacking wood, I usually skip my regular workout at the 
gym that day.  During these times, I remember the old saying that firewood burns more than once.  For 
me, this process is enjoyable, likely because it all takes place outdoors.  Many years ago, I noticed that 
when I was outside, I was happy.  Gathering firewood just gave me another excuse to go there.   

Sawdust and other debris often followed me into the house as I retrieved logs from outside storage.  
This soon forced us to replace carpeting with more easy to maintain tile.  Once this was done however, a 
quick sweep with a broom made the room look inviting again, especially with the toasty fire keeping the 
area comfortable.   When it is cold and rainy, as it has been much of this winter, we head towards the 
basement to enjoy another fire.  Our heat bill stays reasonable, my personal conditioning is maintained, 
and our neighborhood kept more pleasing to the eye.  Gathering firewood fits in nicely with my other 
retirement activities.  Enjoying the fire produced from my gathering fits well with retirement too.   

 


